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Is the Behaviour Rude, Mean or Bullying?

When more than one person does something mean to you (that is the same or a similar action) it may
indicate group bullying. It is then important to note down all incidents so the teacher or your parents can
see a pattern that may indicate whether it is a one off event or whether group bullying is taking place.
Did their actions hurt your body or
your feelings?

Yes

Did they hurt you on purpose?

No
Please tell a teacher straight
away even if you were hurt
unintentionally.

Yes

Have they done anything mean to
you more than once?

No
Please tell a teacher straight
away if someone is
intentionally mean to you.

Yes

Is this a case of
CONFLICT or BULLYING?
CONFLICT: is a disagreement, argument or fight where
both sides can express their views and there is a
balance of power. (Are equals in this situation and may
even be friends)
I have sometimes used negative actions against this
person too!
A solution can usually be found.

BULLYING is repeated negative behaviour directed by
someone asserting power and control over another
person. (Imbalance of power= physical strength,
popularity etc.)
The balance of power can change over time.
It is done with the intention to hurt, harm or humiliate
and the person targeted is unable to make it stop.

Tell a teacher straight away. Fill out the Student
Behaviour Report sheet. (Or a teacher will fill it out
with you) In your words, you can explain what
happened, what should happen next and what you
think could stop a similar incident happening again.

Tell a teacher straight away. Fill out the Student
Bullying Report sheet. (Or your parents or teacher will
fill it out with you)

A teacher will support you to resolve this conflict.

Your parents and teachers will help you.
It is not OK for someone to bully you.

